ALREADY MADE THEATER

“Already made theater”, theater performance made in collaboration between Igor Koruga, Nina
Kurtela i Sonja Pregrad, curated by Rickard Borgström, commissioned for a mixed audiance by the
Stamsund International Festival, E&G Theater, Stamsund, Norway, June 2012

The project Already made theater was first commissioned for a mixed audience by the Stamsund International Festival in June 2012. In it, we engaged in exploring the theatre as a social and communicational field,
looking at how it is mobilizing the audience and the
context, but also how it is mobilized by them.
We would like to continue developing this project/concept in collaboration with theatre institutions, to further
examine the social and communicational functions of
theatre that can get set into play by developing the project in a specific context.
Already made theater is our proposal for a performance
which functions as a hybrid between choreography,
theatre, sculpture, architecture and participatory event.
More concretely it is a performance where the theatre
performs itself.
The work started from looking at theatre and at performance as ready-mades, to see what they are made of,
both in terms of their physical and relational content.

We intended to re-materialize the structural elements
of a performance (spectatorship, eventfulness, duration, beginning and end cues) and the theatre (the
stage, foyer, office, the workrooms). We barred buildings of the theatre, emptying them of all the objects
they consisted of. By the fact of all the objects that
create theatre accumulating in the middle of the space,
next to each other, some sort of ‘flat-ontology’ was
created (theatre lights, seats, costumes, screws, flyers,
pictures, official documentation, cups, glasses, cleaning equipment, toilet paper, tickets, lost and found
objects, etc.). In this way the view of the theatre was
reframed, establishing a radical sense of agency.
Displaced and exhibited, all of the things that constitute a theatre are allowed to perform themselves, triggering the representation of the historically and politically inscribed machinery they are a part of. At the
same time, out of their place/function in the traditional
narrative function of theatre/performance, they open
themselves up for new agencies.

Through re-organizing and exhibiting of the
theatre as an object, relations that it is given
by are suspended, inverted and re-played - its
history, its position and relations within the
artistic and socio-political context, its modes
of functioning, its assemblage of public and
personal politics and identities, the fictions
and factions weaved around and through it.
We are curious about how we can make visible the intricate organization of all of the relations that the object/s of theatre participate
in – make visible the grammar of its operations.
In order to do so, a theatre as an institution
needs to be willing to make this gesture of
opening, allowing itself to be dismantled, to
be able to perform. The dramaturgy of this
work consist of the process of negotiations
and the politics of relations which will need
to be played between the places of power of
the theatre, for its objects and spaces to be
re-mediatized into being a performance. In
that sense, the exhibited objects will perform
in themselves the power relations inverted
through their exhibition and, through that,
the theatre will perform a symbolical representation of itself and the society that rules
its modes of operation. We would like to propose to you to work together towards finding
a particular theatre institution, that, on one
hand, has its historical and social function,
and, on the other, would be interested in and
flexible enough to enter into this project.
Exceeding the idea of working with a contingency within procedures and protocols to
re-define institutional frame of theatre, this
project works to exhibit the politics of institutional protocolarities by re-configuring
their functions into their own symbolical representations.

The word ex-hibit comes from Middle English exhibiten, from Latin exhibere: ex - out + habere - to hold.
Theater by its modes of functioning, holds all of its
elements in place. By taking them out of this hold,
ex-hibiting them, we re-distribute their perception.
Looking for a German translation we came to aus- +
stellen. The translation of the word stellen from German into English (stellen - adjust, put, place, to put,
laid), locations; alles auf den Kopf stellen - to turn
everything topsyturvy; auf dieselbe Ebene stellen - to
identify, to put on a level (with); eine Frage stellen - to
ask a Question; einen Antrag stellen - to bring forward a motion, to make a motion; etwas auf die Beine
stellen - to achieve sth.) gave us many possible hints,
opening up thinking about the ways that the objects
could perform, when aus-gestellt /ex-hibited.

Until now Already made theater was made of three
parts, which we would use, developing our project:
1. Auditorium facing the façade of the theater building, observing the theater performing itself (with
the support of theatrical music being heard)
2. Empty building of the theater, all the spaces of
the theater have been barred of all the objects they
consist of. The audience finds their way through the
rooms of the theatre and in relation to the set-up
3. Setting up a space of reflection for the audience
(in the first version of the project for the mixed audience, they were invited to draw a scene from the
‘performance’ they have just ‘seen’ and there was a
theatrical cue for the end of the show, with light and
sound)

